to aviate

verb. Pilot or fly in an aircraft. with object 'an aircraft that can be aviated without effort' no object 'there are fewer
opportunities to aviate in winter' 'She quickly prioritized procedures: aviate, navigate and communicate.'.Verb. 1. aviate
- operate an airplane; "The pilot flew to Cuba" pilot, fly. air travel, aviation, air - travel via aircraft; "air travel involves
too much waiting in airports"; "if you've time to spare go by air"."The rules of flying in an emergency are first you
aviate, then you navigate, then you communicate," says Greg Waldron, Asia managing editor at Flight Global.After
March 8, Aviate will not be updated, supported, or receive new updates to its Smart Stream.Aviate is a free Android
Launcher owned by Yahoo!. Aviate tries to be a replacement for Google Now where in it smartly shows pertinent
information such as.Translation for 'to aviate' in the free English-Chinese dictionary and many other Chinese
translations.Translation for 'to aviate' in the free English-Russian dictionary and many other Russian translations.A long
time ago in Android land, a new launcher appeared in the Play Store. Called Aviate, it promised features that were, at
that point in time.dqmonnaies.com German-English Dictionary: Translation for to aviate.Can Aviate take on Android
launcher mainstays like Nova and Action? Let's fly!.Top operator incentive terms and conditions. This incentive is open
to all operators booking any of Aviate's airline partners through Aviate. The incentive period.Here Are 6 Power Tips To
Get The Most Out Of Aviate Launcher in Android.Aviate will no longer be supported after March 8, Find out how to
turn off Aviate and switch back to your default launcher.Yahoo Aviate is a launcher for your Android that will simplify
how you use your phone. It removes clutter, automatically organizes your apps and knows when to .Conjugate the
English verb aviate: indicative, past tense, participle, present perfect, gerund, conjugation models and irregular
verbs.Aviate is a slick rethinking of the Android homescreen experience, and it's now available for the massesalong with
some useful new features.Awake Lyrics: We tied these ties with strands of / Purest white and blue. We gave our / Days
of brightest flashing light / And youth. We hide our lives to / Keep.Aviate definition: to pilot or fly in an aircraft
Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.Aviate, the mobile homescreen application Yahoo acquired at the
beginning of the year, has today received a notable update that will allow.In Aviate's early days it fit the Android design
language, and it would have still been worth using for some people even with slow support. I don't.
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